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Est. 1975 

“To preserve and promote interest in sail and power vessels of vintage or classic design” 

January-February-March 2020 

“Like the Winds of the Sea Are the ways of Fate, As we voyage along through life.                    

‘Tis the set of a Soul That decides its goal, And not the calm or the strife.”                                      

Ella Wheeler Wilcox 

                                    Guinea Cup #1 8 February 2020 

Blue Chip     Tally Ho     Spitfire     Chimaera     38 Special     Lylis 
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“For every minute you are angry you lose sixty seconds of happiness.” 

Ralph Waldo Emerson 
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                               Blue Chip  PC 43  and  Tally Ho  PC 36 
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RACE RESULTS GC#1      Class A:   Chimaera    Class B:  1. Spitfire  2. 38 Special   3. Blue Chip   4.Tally Ho 

Class C:  Maid of Kent     Classic Design Class:   Lylis 

“All I ask is a windy day with the white clouds flying, and the flung spray, and the 

blown spume, and the seagulls crying.”                                                                             

Sea Fever          John Masefield  

GUINEA CUP # 2    7 MARCH 2020 

   

“Dancing With Monsters”   
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BLUE CHIP    RENDEZVOUS    CHIMAERA    38 SPECIAL     
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      Photo Mark Albertazzi      
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The Editor wishes to thank Linna Buser and Pam Phelps for crew photos from Rendezvous. All photos, except where noted, are courtesy of the editor. 
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ZEST                                                                              

                       

            

          

Kettenburg Pacific Class #42   
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ZEST was built in 1946 at the Kettenburg Boat Works on Pt. Loma and still carries her original name.  As many of us know, the Pacific 

Class was the first One Design Racing Sloop designed and built especially for Southern California waters. Her current owners, Heather & 

Steve Brownsea, found her in Marina del Rey a bit under 10 years ago and brought her home to San Diego. Steve did most of the 

meticulous restoration himself;  a few customizations were added to make her a pleasurable cruiser as well as a racer :   cup holders big 

enough to hold a bottle of champagne and full benches below with cushions. Her competitive rigging does not distract from her original 

design – no sacrifice of beauty or function. She has been carefully maintained to keep her in race-ready condition and has been frequently 

seen taking the wind. The Brownseas are looking for a new home for ZEST;  maintenance and race history upon request. Of course, they 

prefer that she stay local and, if possible, active in the PC fleet. She is a perfect boat for family sailing or racing with friends. Heather and 

Steve are hoping to add another PC to the local fleet - #26, Lady Berkeley, which awaits their attention and wants to return to where she 

belongs – the sea!   Her restoration is well along, and she is currently the coolest yard decoration in their neighborhood.                                                                     

Asking price is $18,500 OBO. Contact Steve Brownsea (858) 750-9334

              

                                       

Photos (3) San Nguyen          san@nguyensan.com   
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QUASCILLA: Self-quarantine at Santa Cruz Island with Dirk Langer & Theona Stefanis  

     

A Fashion Statement from Commodore Chris Frost 

     

“A ship is always safe at shore, but that’s not what it’s built for.” 

Albert Einstein 
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The    Floating    Library 

           

Many books regarding  the sea life are available through Ann Kinner at SEABREEZE BOOKS & CHARTS.  Share your favorite  titles! 

         

“Happy is the man, I thought, who, before dying, has the good fortune to sail the Aegean Sea.”                 Nicos Kazantzakis          
photos courtesy Glenn Steiner     http://greekislandphotography.com            

Jane Allan Noon 

Editor 

Ancient Mariners Sailing Society                                                

Website: www.amss.us           Editor contact: janieallan@gmail.com 

Address: PO BOX 6484 San Diego, CA 92166                 Email: info@amss.us 

http://greekislandphotography.com/
http://www.amss.us/

